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Conclusions: A novel modeling of the OER that explicitly 
includes the dependence on ion type and dose per fraction 
was implemented. The model was successfully included in a 
TPS to evaluate the impact of hypoxia with different ion 
species. 
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Purpose/Objective: An anthropomorphic phantom was built 
using LEGO Mindstorms to simulate breathing and tumors 
motion in lung district. By 4-Dimensional Computed 
Tomography (4DCT) and simulation of asynchronous motion of 
tumor and rib cage we can predict changes, due to patient's 
breathing phases, to improve accuracy of Stereotactic Body 
Radiation Therapy and motion spatial estimation.  
Materials and Methods: In our robot, human chest is 
simulated by an 8 ribs apparatus. Mechanical gears allow 
synchronous/independent motion of each rib with different 
angular velocity. 2 artificial tumor masses, with a 4 degree of 
freedom motion, are located inside the thoracic cavity. 
Robot is driven by intelligent brick LINUX OS CPU, LABView 
programmable. The phantom has pediatric dimensions 
(≈30x24x24 cm3); gears and robotic parts, made ??of plastic 
material, avoid artifacts during CT acquisition. Through 4DCT 
a real-time signal is obtained by optical surface tracking 
system (VisionRT). Patient’s breathing phases are acquired 
instantaneously by InfraRed/UltraSound eyes. Quasar 
phantom allows correlation between physiological and 
robotically surrogated signal. To understand internal-external 
motion correlation, tumor center of mass is individuated by 
4DCT images and followed during respiration. 
Results: A 4D function obtained and simulated by the 
anthropomorphic phantom during a new 4DCT study 
quantifies the degree of divergence due to internal dynamics 
of organ deformation. Sinusoidal signals (6, 10, 12, 15 and 17 
Breaths per Minute-BPM) were used to evaluate and 
commissioning phantom. Pearson correlation coefficient 
returned a strong similarity between Quasar and LEGO 
phantom, showing an R fitting 0.94÷0.90 for all signals. 
Validated on above theoretical/ad hoc waveform, the 
phantom was tested in clinical condition. Breaths and CT 
study of 6 patients were randomly selected from a sample of 
107 patients. A jitter low-pass filter was applied, to smooth 
discontinuous signals, with a threshold of 0.20÷0.30 Hz 
before observation. Analysis of real signals returned an R 
value 0.89÷0.92. In patients with a respiratory stasis between 
inspiration and expiration <1 s some criticalities occur.  
 
 
Figure (1.) The LEGO Mindstorms phantom; (2.) 4DCT study 
with maximum inspirum (orange) and expirium (blue); (3.) 
Real breath comparison (up) and difference (down). 
Conclusions: A biomechanical system shaping a realistic 
model for external/internal motion correlation was realized 
and validated for sinusoidal inputs. Due to intrinsic 
irregularities in patients, mechanical reproducibility becomes 
more complex for pseudo-periodic human breaths. Anyway, R 
remains very strong, at least for patients without abnormal 
respiratory stasis. Future research with TLD and ion chamber 
installed inside tumors and ribs models will allow evaluating 
impact of respiratory irregularities in dosimetric measures. 
Our 4D LEGO phantom can predict tumor position and 
intrafraction organs motion, with the aim of increasing 
accuracy in real-time treatments. 
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Purpose/Objective: To propose and validate a novel 
segmentation and point-matching enhanced efficient 
deformable image registration (DIR) algorithm (named 
SPEED) to facilitate dose accumulation between treatment 
fractions of high-dose-rate (HDR) gynecological 
brachytherapy. 
Materials and Methods: In SPEED, segmentation and point 
matching steps are performed before DIR to remove the 
applicator region (AR, including the packing gauze) and to 
account for the AR deformation between fractional HDR CT 
images. Specifically, in the segmentation step, the 
incremented foreground and background point sets are 
generated by region growing on a density map involving the 
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probability of each voxel with respect to the initially labeled 
background/foreground points, in order to feed the random 
walk algorithm that is used to segment and remove the AR. In 
the point matching step, a feature-based 'thin-plate spline-
robust point matching' (TPS-RPM) algorithm is used to obtain 
the point-to-point correspondence of the two segmented AR 
surface point sets. Then, the B-spline approximation is 
performed on the resulting mapping to estimate a DVF 
characteristic of the fractional AR surfaces deformation, 
which serves as the initial DVF for the subsequent Demons-
based DIR between the AR-free HDR CT images. Finally, the 
calculated DVF via Demons combined with the initial DVF 
from TPS-RPM serves as the final DVF to map doses between 
HDR fractions. A synthetic phantom deformation is simulated 
using real HDR CT images to validate the SPEED algorithm. 
This virtual test resembles realistic deformation between 
HDR fractions in such way that it mimics rigid and deformable 
transformations in the tissues but only rigid transformations 
in AR. This approach offers us the ground truth for the 
evaluation of SPEED. In addition, a qualitative analysis of the 
deformation has been performed in nine HDR images of three 
different gynecological patients.  
Results: The virtual phantom experimental results show that 
the SPEED algorithm can reproduce almost the same DVF as 
the ground truth. The mean and standard deviation of the 
DVF differences inside and outside of the AR are -0.77(±1.28) 
and -0.07(±0.32) voxels, respectively (Figure 1 (a)~(f)). The 
segmentation and registration accuracy are then qualitatively 
assessed by nine clinical HDR cases from three gynecological 
cancer patients (an example case is shown in Figure 1 
(g)~(o)). The quantitative results as well as the visual 
inspection of the DIR indicate that our proposed method can 
suppress the interference of the applicator with the DIR 
algorithm, and accurately register HDR CT images as well as 
deform and add interfractional HDR doses. 
 
 
Conclusions: We have developed a novel and robust DIR 
scheme that can perform registration between HDR 
gynecological CT images and yield accurate registration 
results. This new DIR scheme has potential for accurate 
interfractional HDR dose accumulation.  
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Purpose/Objective: Historically, Hodgkin´s lymphoma (HL) 
was treated with radiotherapy using rather large open fields, 
resulting in high risk of side effects, most commonly 
secondary cancers and cardiac disease [1]. To reduce these 
risks, contemporary treatment of HL involves a combination 
of chemotherapy and radiotherapy, with decreased radiation 
doses and limited radiation fields and hence lower doses to 
organs at risk (OAR) [2]. To further reduce the doses to OARs 
for supra-diaphragmatic HL, irradiation during deep 
inspiration has been investigated [3,4]. 
The purpose of this study was to investigate possible 
absorbed dose reduction to the heart and lungs, using 
